Our
mission
For centuries,
cultural trends have
simultaneously commenced from and
moved into Dresden.
Here, local and global
inventive ideas, traditional and avantgarde movements
are converging in an
exceptional manner.

Like the river that is
incessantly drifting as a
dynamic yet reliable force
through Dresden, cultural
change and artistic diversity distinguish the city on
the Elbe as an internationally renowned hub of arts
and music. The foundation
of arts and music for
Dresden strives to facilitate this kind of diversity.
As a nonpartisan supporter
of music, contemporary

Arts and
culture at the Elbe River

arts as well as artistic and
cultural education, the
foundation invites people to engage in a global
network promoting that
current trends may move
into Dresden and radiate
across the borders of the
city, state or country. Public
figures and private individuals take action within
our foundation in order to
support young artists, to
trigger creative processes
and to inspire Dresden’s
cultural discourse.

The foundation
of arts and music
promotes projects in the areas of music,
contemporary arts as well as artistic
and cultural education. The foundation
reserves the right to choose funding
projects on its own initiative. Our foundation seeks to actively help shape arts
and culture in the city of Dresden. We
deliberately cooperate with other foundations, institutions and initiatives in order
to identify projects and to have a positive
impact on the society we live in.

Funding
principles

The foundation primarily supports
and promotes projects that
	make a distinguishable contribution to
Dresden’s recent cultural discourse and to
advocating a modern city of arts and culture
	are initiated within Dresden and are attracting
supra-regional attention
	draw artists, musicians and cultural trends to
Dresden
	promote talented young artists and musicians
	trigger inventive performances and feature
exceptional programmatic ideas
	are made accessible to or have a sustainable
impact on the general public
	distinguish themselves by active citizenship
and private initiative
and / or
cooperate effectively with relevant partners.

The foundation of arts and music for Dresden invites
private individuals and companies from Dresden,
Germany, and the world to contribute to the cultural
discourse and to join our efforts. Friends and supporters
of the foundation gather within the board of trustees,
an inspiring network that seeks to strengthen Dresden
as a city of arts and music. We cordially invite you to
become a member of our board of trustees!

Becoming a
member

Do you seek to contribute your time, knowledge or
skills? Please contact our office, Tel. +49 351 45516531
or e-mail stiftung@kunst-musik-dresden.de

The Foundation of arts and music for Dresden is a
nonprofit foundation under civil law that can be
supported by donations and endowments. Donations
will be extended to our foundation’s purposes in a
timely and accurate manner. Endowments will raise
our capital stock and strengthen our nonprofit work
on a long term basis.

Your
support
Accounts:
Ostsächsische Sparkasse Dresden
IBAN: DE62 8505 0300 0225 7370 00
BIC: OSDDDE81XXX
Commerzbank Dresden
IBAN: DE33 8504 0000 0804 0008 00
BIC: COBADEFFXXX

c/o Ostsächsische Sparkasse Dresden
Güntzplatz 5 · 01307 Dresden
T + 49 351 45516531
F + 49 351 45516529
stiftung@kunst-musik-dresden.de
www.kunst-musik-dresden.de

